Upper Harbor Terminal
Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting #3
Project Team Agenda

5:30 - 6:00: Optional dinner and social time
   • All: please sign in, grab a name tag, and some dinner. The handouts are on the tables placed on the far side of the room for dinner.
   • CAC members: please sign in on the CAC sheet, find your name plate, a binder, and pick a seat at the tables on either side of the screen for when the meeting starts at 6:00.

6:00 (5 min): Overview of agenda and project updates

6:05 (5 min): Presentation of CAC process

6:10 (10 min): Q&A on CAC process

6:20 (10 min): Presentation of project layout and park boundary discussion

6:30 (20 min): Exercise 1: Small group work on entertainment venue and park layout and relationship. Make a recommendation on layout and write considerations for CPC and partners to consider.

6:50 (5 min): Transition to second exercise

6:55 (20 min): Exercise 2: Small group work on Dowling Avenue and northern parkway layout and park and development relationships. Write considerations for CPC and partners to consider.

7:15 (10 min): Exercise 3: Two work groups distill down results of exercises and combine into one set of recommendations.

6:25 (15 min): CAC discussion on recommendations

7:40 (10 min): Public Comment

7:50: CAC meeting overview and next steps

8:00 Adjourn
   • Please feel free to comment and make recommendations on the evaluation sheets

THANK YOU!!!